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SUMMARY
Although IP Multicast oﬀers eﬃcient data delivery for
large group communications, the most critical issue delaying widespread
deployment of IP Multicast is the scalability of multicast forwarding state
as the number of multicast groups increases. Sender-Initiated Multicast
(SIM) was proposed as an alternative multicast forwarding scheme for
small group communications with incremental deployment capability. The
key feature of SIM is in its Preset mode with the automatic SIM tunneling function, which maintaining forwarding information states only on the
branching routers. To demonstrate how SIM increases scalability with
respect to the number of groups, in this paper we evaluate the proposed
protocol both through simulations and real experiments. As from the network operator’s point of view, the bandwidth consumption, memory requirements on state-and-signaling per session in routers, and the processing
overhead are considered as evaluation parameters. Finally, we investigated
the strategies for incremental deployment.
key words: routing, multicast, small group communication, forwarding
states reduction

1.

Introduction

IP Multicast [1] was proposed to reduce network bandwidth
consumption to less than that required for multiple point-topoint links and to provide eﬃcient data delivery to a large
number of receiver. Although, as pointed out in [2], IP Multicast has a high initial cost, ideally the cost per user should
decline as the number of new receivers increases. The sweet
spot of IP Multicast deployment suggested by Cain and described in [2] is the point at which the additional cost of
providing the service is outweighed by the benifit of the increased performance.
Examination of the sweet spot reveals that IP Multicast provides eﬃcient delivery over multiple unicast and is
suitable for large group communications. Why then has IP
Multicast not been deployed widely, as it should be? Many
researchers have attempted to answer this question. As mentioned in [3] by J. Cui et al., the most critical issue delaying
the deployment of IP Multicast is the scalability of multicast forwarding state as the number of multicast groups inManuscript received June 28, 2004.
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creases.
With respect to scalability, several approaches to aggregating multicast states on routers have been proposed [4]–
[6]. Thaler and Handley proposed an interface-centric data
structure model that allows aggregation of ranges of multicast addresses in the forwarding table [4]. Rodoslavov et al.
proposed algorithms by which to aggregate forwarding state
and investigated the bandwidth-memory tradeoﬀ through
simulations in [5]. However, it was argued in [6] that both of
these studies attempt to aggregate routing state after the distribution trees have been established and that such an implementation is complex. Cui et al. proposed a protocol called
Aggregate Source Specific Multicast (ASSM) [6] to improve
the state scalability of Source Specific Multicast. The tradeoﬀ of their approach would be the extra bandwidth required
in delivering multicast data to non-group-member nodes.
In addition to the scalability issue, we also examine the
usage trend of multicast as another deployment issue. This
trend was determined from the multicast statistics data disclosed on web pages, such as data from the CAIDA project
[7], and reveals that, at present, most multicast sessions are
relatively small, consisting of less than 50 receivers.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution to the problems
discussed above. For small group communications, the
network-related costs per user for IP Multicast is relatively
high. “Explicit Multicast (Xcast)” [8], [9] was proposed in
order to increase scalability in small group communications.
Basically, Xcast routers do not maintain forwarding information and do not exchange control messages with peer
routers. Xcast routers forward packets according to the list
of receiver addresses attached to the Xcast packet header.
Thus, the Xcast sender has to attach the receiver list to every packet, and each on-path Xcast router has to perform
routing table lookup for each receiver in the list. That is,
Xcast introduces additional processing overhead compared
to IP Multicast.
As an alterative to IP Multicast, we have proposed
“Sender-Initiated Multicast (SIM)” [10], [11], a singlesource protocol supporting small group communications.
Small groups are groups consisting of not more than 100
people, which are typically used in video conferencing, collaborative applications, and distance learning. SIM employs
the fundamental concept of the packet forwarding mechanism from Xcast, that is, attaching a receiver list to the
packet header and making the routers forward and copy the
packets for each receiver by looking up a unicast routing ta-
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ble. However, the SIM design goals are increased simplicity
compared to the traditional IP Multicast and reduction of
header-processing overhead compared to Xcast.
The key feature of SIM is in its Preset mode, which
reduces the cost of routing table lookup and provides costeﬃcient packet forwarding through SIM Forwarding Information Base (FIB) maintained on routers. Moreover,
automatic SIM tunneling yields scalability by maintaining
FIB entries only on the branching routers. SIM tunneling
is especially useful for applications such as teleconferencing, in which the members of multicast groups are usually
sparsely distributed in the network, and the probability that
the packet has to be duplicated or branched on the same
router is low. The SIM Tunnel mechanism accelerates the
forwarding process and potentially reduces the number of
routers that must maintain SIM FIB.
To demonstrate how SIM increases scalability with respect to the number of groups, in this paper we compare
the performance of SIM in the Preset mode with the performances of Xcast for IPv4, PIM-SM and unicast through
simulations and experiments. As from the network operator’s point of view, the bandwidth consumption, memory
requirements on state-and-signaling per session in routers,
and the processing overhead are considered as the evaluation
metrics. In addition, since SIM requires at least one SIMenabled router in the Internet, we investigate the strategies
for incremental deployment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of SIM, and Sect. 3 explains SIM in detail with respect to tree maintenance. Section 4 presents the
performance evaluation methods and the results of the simulations and experiments. Section 5 discusses gradual deployment issues. Section 6 presents related work, and the
present study is summarized in Sect. 7.
2.

Overview of SIM

Originally, SIM has been proposed in [10] and [11]. In this
section and the next section, we introduce SIM before presenting our performance evaluation. If you are familiar with
SIM, you can skip Sects. 2 and 3 and go to Sect. 4.
2.1 SIM Membership Management
Similar to Xcast, we assume that the SIM sender knows
all of the receiver addresses in advance before beginning
transmission. SIM has no join or leave messages traversing through routers. Each receiver sends subscription/unsubscription data directly to the sender through email or a
web page (Fig. 1(a)). The sender can find the IP addresses
of receivers by various methods, such as email or a Web
browser.
2.2 SIM Forwarding Techniques
There are two SIM forwarding modes: List mode and Preset
mode.

Fig. 1

Multicast tree construction.

• List mode
List mode is appropriate for short data transmission,
retransmission and cases in which the receiver list is
supposed to be modified frequently. The sender will attach the receiver list to each packet. SIM routers do not
maintain any forwarding information, i.e. SIM FIB entries. In addition, like Xcast routers, SIM routers must
look up the unicast routing table for each receiver each
time the packets arrive.
• Preset mode
This mode is appropriate for long data transmission and
cases in which the receiver list is seldom modified. The
sender will periodically attach the receiver list to only
some of the packets. SIM routers maintain a SIM FIB
for each multicast group. The most attractive characteristic of the Preset mode is the SIM Tunnel. SIM Tunnels are automatically created among the branchingpoint SIM routers. Only routers at branching-points
of the distribution tree must maintain SIM FIB entries
and process SIM packet forwarding.
In both forwarding modes, the sender attaches a bitmap
field to each packet. The bitmap concept was originally proposed in Connectionless Multicast (CLM) [12] and is taken
into consideration in the basic specifications of Xcast [8].
Each bit in the bitmap field must correspond with the sequence of the receiver list, e.g. the first bit corresponds to
the first destination in the list (Fig. 1(b)). The bitmap is
used in order to abbreviate the receiver list, when the packet
has to be forwarded to the same set of receivers. Moreover,
when the router has to duplicate the packet, complex packetheader reconstruction can be avoided by simply turning on
or oﬀ the bitmaps according to the routes to each receiver.
In order to clarify the significant characteristics of SIM,
we will herein discuss only SIM in the Preset mode.
2.3 Conversion-to-Unicast
SIM conversion-to-unicast is performed in two cases: the
case in which there is no SIM-capable router on the next
hop and the case in which there is only one receiver for the
next hop router. The SIM router detaches the SIM header
and its options and then rewrites the source and destination
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address fields of the packet. If necessary, the SIM router
also rewrites some of the fields of the upper-layer protocol
header, such as checksums and port numbers. These substitution data are created by the sender and are stored in a SIM
option header in the sequence of the receivers in the address
list. As a result, the packet appears to originate from an ordinary unicast application. Thus, all receivers can receive data
without modification of the existing operating system or applications. Delivery by TCP can also be supported [13].
3.

SIM Tree Maintenance

Multicast tree maintenance is a crucial issue aﬀecting the
protocol scalability. In this section, we present two mechanisms using in maintenance the SIM forwarding path. The
first one is the management of SIM Forwarding Information
Base on routers. The second one is SIM Tunnel by using
SIM Redirect message.

3.2 SIM Tunnel and Redirect Message
The automatic SIM Tunnel is a significant feature of SIM.
The advantage here is that only the branching routers have
to maintain the SIM FIB entries and perform routing table
lookup for each receiver on the list.
In Preset mode, there are two cases in which a branching router sends a SIM Redirect Message to the upper router:
• To automatically create a SIM Tunnel between two
routers that act as branching points of a multicast distribution tree
Whenever packets pass through a non-branching SIM
router, the router will turn on the Jump flag on the
packet header (Fig. 2). The next SIM branching router
will detect this flag when the packet arrives and send a
SIM Redirect Message to the previous SIM branching
router to create a SIM Tunnel (Fig. 3).

3.1 Management of SIM FIB
Despite performing routing table lookup for each receiver
in all packets, each SIM router maintains a hash table of the
Forwarding Information Base (FIB) for each multicast session. The hash value of each session is calculated from the
sender address and multicast group address. The SIM FIB
entry is registered as three tuples: the generation counter,
the incoming network interface (or the previous branching
router when SIM Tunnel is used), and the outgoing interface (or tunnel egress address when a SIM Tunnel is used).
The generation counter field in the SIM header is used
to enable routers on a multicast tree to detect changes in the
address list. Whenever the receiver list of a flow changes,
for example due to a receiver joining or leaving the group,
the generation counter will be incremented. In addition, the
initial value of the generation counter is created randomly in
order to avoid a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack.
SIM FIB entries are soft state. In addition, the sender
increase the generation counter and attaches a receiver list
to the packets for each SIM FIB INTERVAL interval time.
Even if no appropriate packet to attach a receiver list exists,
a SIM packet without data will be sent. SIM routers will update the SIM FIB entry each time a new generation counter
is received. In contrast, if the SIM routers do not receive
a receiver list for a data flow for the SIM FIB TIMEOUT
time, the SIM routers will remove the corresponding SIM
FIB entry. However, the SIM FIB entry of an old generation counter should be kept for SIM FIB AGING time, since
some packets with the same generation counter may be delayed by network congestion or network failure.
When a sender sends the last packet of a flow, the
sender can request SIM routers to remove the corresponding SIM FIB entries before the SIM FIB TIMEOUT timer
expires by turning on the Delete flag in the packet header.
The routers then set a SIM FIB AGING timer and remove
the entry after the timer expires.

Fig. 2

Jump flag processing.

Fig. 3 SIM Redirect message and SIM Tunnel for capable new branching node.
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updates the appropriate SIM FIB entry and specifies the next
SIM branching router in the destination address field of the
packet to create a SIM Tunnel. Thus, non-branching routers
will recognize SIM packets as ordinary unicast packets, and
simply route them to the next branching router.
4.

Performance Evaluation

From the network operator’s point of view, the bandwidth
consumption, the router’s processing overhead, and the
memory requirements on state-and-signaling per session in
routers are considered as the important factors aﬀecting the
scalability of network protocols.
4.1 Evaluation Methods: Simulation and Experiment
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

New branching node by newly joined receiver.

SIM Redirect message for overloaded node.

• To request an upper router to pre-duplicate packets,
when the router sending the Redirect Message is overloaded
In Fig. 4, R2 is a new branching router created as the
receiver r3 begins to subscribe to the group. Normally,
if R2 is not overloaded, R2 will send a SIM Redirect
Message to create a SIM Tunnel. However, when the
SIM FIB hash table of the router is full, i.e. the router
cannot maintain more FIB entries but can still forward
the packets, the router sends a SIM Redirect Message
to tell the upper router R1 of the data flow to duplicate
packets in advance (Fig. 5).
Normally, when a SIM packet is transferred through
the SIM Tunnel, the packet must be encapsulated using another IP header with the source address pointing to the originating router and destination address pointing to the egress
router. Note that the source address of this encapsulated
header will be changed only when the packet passes through
a SIM branching router. Therefore, the next branching SIM
router can determine the previous branching SIM router
from the source address field of the packet. When the previous branching router receives the SIM Redirect message, it

In order to investigate how SIM increases the scalability
with respect to the number of groups, we implemented SIM
prototype for IPv4 as a kernel option with kernel modifications for FreeBSD 4.6-RELEASE. However, only experiments on the implementation of the protocol using a network of limited scale and the number of hosts cannot accurately show how SIM scales the number of groups on the
actual Internet. Therefore, we have also developed a simulator [14] by using C++ language. The simulator consists
of SIM routers acting in either the Preset mode or the List
mode. Each SIM router maintains a static routing table with
the knowledge of all destinations.
We compare through simulations the SIM performance
with the respective performances of PIM-SM and Xcast
for IPv4 (Xcast4), excluding the packet forwarding time in
Sect. 4.3.1, which is measured through experiments. We
chose PIM-SM and Xcast4 because PIM-SM has a relatively
long history and is currently deployed, also forwarding according to the list of receiver addresses as in Xcast is the
fundamental concept of SIM. In addition, the existing implementation of Xcast4 is based on the Linux kernel. Therefore, in this paper we use SIM in the List mode as a substitute for Xcast4.
Before we discuss the performance evaluation results
obtained by the both implementation and simulations in the
next section, we first validate that both the simulator and the
implementation produce the same results. Our validation is
performed using the network topology, referred to as Hopcount topology, depicted in Fig. 6. This topology consists
of a sender, 31 routers, and 30 receivers. All nodes are 1GHz Pentium CPUs with 512 MB of memory and are well
connected by 100 Base-T Ethernet links. Note that the maximum number of receiver nodes in this experiment is limited
by the number of available computers.
The position of the branching points is important for
the performance evaluation of SIM, as SIM Tunnels are created among the branching points. The longer the tunnel, i.e.
the distance between the branching nodes, the better the performance of SIM becomes. Therefore, the topology is based
on the average hop counts, as described in [15], which reveals that the IP-path length, i.e. the number of hop counts
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Fig. 6
tion.

Topology used in validation of the simulator and the implementa-

Table 1 Total number of routing table lookups observed from the simulation and experiment.
Number of receivers
6
12
18
24
30

Number of Lookups
SIM
Xcast
288
1080
288
2160
288
3240
288
4320
288
5400

required for most senders to reach each receiver is approximately 15 ± 4 hops. Thus, in multicast transfer, the 11th,
15th, and 19th routers are usually the branching points of
the distribution tree.
In both the experiments and simulations, we increase
the number of receivers from 6 to 30. In order to fix the
position of the branching points even when the number of
receivers increases, in each experiment and simulation, the
sender sends 12 packets to 6, 12, 18, 24, and 30 receivers,
respectively. In other words, in each experiment, each last
hop router has 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 receivers. The results for total
routing table lookups on all routers are listed in Table 1.
The results in Table 1 indicate that the number of
routing table lookups by SIM is constant regardless of the
number of receivers, because SIM Tunnels are created between branching nodes, and all SIM branching nodes maintain SIM FIB. A branching node requires only one lookup
for each packet, while a non-branching node considers the
packet as a unicast packet and performs only one lookup
and one forwarding. On the other hand, Xcast routers do not
maintain the forwarding state. For Xcast routers, the number
of routing table lookups increases as the number of receivers
increases. Since, non-branching nodes in Xcast models also
have to perform routing table lookups, the total number of
routing table lookups in Xcast model increases remarkably
when the number of receivers increases. Finally, the results
form the table show that simulations and experiments from
the implementation produce the same value. Therefore, we
can conclude that both the simulator and the implementation
forward packets in the same manner.

Fig. 7 Number of receivers and sending packets for sending rate
2048 Kb/s.

4.2 Bandwidth Consumption
The bandwidth consumption is both the additional bytes increased by the packet header and also the number of duplicated packets in each network link. However, since we
assume that all compared protocols use the shortest path forwarding and produce non-duplicated packets, the latter can
be ignored. Therefore, bandwidth consumption can be considered as the overhead of a packet header in Xcast4 and
SIM, as both require an additional newly defined header attached to the packets. In contrast, the conventional IP Multicast only requires the sender to specify a multicast group
address as a destination. Hence, IP Multicast produces no
overhead in bandwidth consumption compared to the ordinary unicast.
We evaluate bandwidth consumption based on the
number of packets the sender has to transmit in order to
achieve a certain data rate. We assume that the sender
transmits 2048 Kb/s data flows to 3 to 100 receivers using
these three protocols. In order to make a distinction between SIM in the Preset mode and Xcast4, we set the total sending time to 10 seconds, which is equal to the default SIM FIB INTERVAL time, and the path MTU to all
receivers as 1500 bytes. The simulation results are shown in
Fig. 7.
We found that at a sending rate of 2048 Kb/s for 50
receivers, Xcast4 and SIM have to send 17.5% and 2.3%
more packets, respectively, compared to IP Multicast. For
100 receivers at the same rate, the overheads are 41.2% and
2.8%. Therefore, attaching a receiver list to every packet, as
in the Xcast4 model, introduces more bandwidth consumption than SIM in the Preset mode. This overhead becomes
larger when the sending rate and number of receivers in a
group increase. Note that, since the SIM sender always attaches a receiver list for each SIM FIB INTERVAL time, the
number of packets sent in the y-axis direction will gradually
increase according to the duration of the simulation.
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4.3 Packet Processing Overhead
Packet processing overhead on routers can be observed from
the forwarding time in the real data transfer. Moreover, this
overhead is caused by packet duplication and route computation (routing table lookup). However, packet duplication
occurs only on multicast branching routers, and is the same
for all three protocols: SIM, PIM-SM, and Xcast4. Therefore, the route computation overhead is the obvious factor
influencing the packet processing overhead.
4.3.1 Packet Forwarding Time
The packet forwarding overhead is a consequence of the
processing in the SIM and Xcast forwarding routines. We
measure the average packet forwarding time in the experiments for the network topology described in Sect. 4.1. In
order to measure with high precision, we measure the number of CPU cycles changed after each forwarding process
by using the read timestamp counter (RDTSC) instruction.
The forwarding time is calculated by dividing the number
of CPU cycles by the CPU clocks in Hertz. Table 2 shows
the average packet forwarding time on branching routers for
SIM and Xcast4 in µs.
As shown in Table 2 the SIM average forwarding time
remains approximately the same and is not aﬀected by the
number of receivers. In contrast, for Xcast, the greater the
Table 2
(µs).

Average forwarding time of SIM and Xcast on branching routers
Number of receiver
6
12
18
24
30

SIM
6,312
6,382
6,412
6,751
6,814

Xcast
1,425,998
1,486,012
1,500,808
1,510,390
1,548,267

Fig. 8

number of receivers, the more the average forwarding time
increases. From this experimental result, we can confirm
that the most important factor that causes SIM end-to-end
delay, is not the overhead of routing table lookup, but rather
packet duplications on the last hop router.
4.3.2 Route Computation
In order to compare route computation overhead, we measure the number of routing table lookups for each protocol.
However, IP Multicast uses a multicast address as group
identification, and thus the number of routing table lookups
should be the same as for SIM in the Preset mode. Therefore, we measure only the number of routing table lookups
for Xcast4 and SIM.
In order to determine how to achieve scalability of SIM
with respect to the number of groups, we perform simulations using the actual topology of the Japan Gigabit Network (JGN) (Fig. 8) [16]. The JGN is a nationwide network in Japan designed for the research and development
of very-high-speed networking and high-performance application technologies. This network consists of 10 backbone routers connected by gigabit network links and approximately 60 routers connected to thick links of 50 Mbit/s to
2.4 Gbit/s. We assume that each router, excluding backbone
routers, connects with four end nodes. Therefore, a total
of 240 end nodes act as multicast senders and receivers in
these simulations. Routing paths are assumed being symmetries. Here, we assume small multicast sessions, such
as video conferencing or network games among only a few
people. These types of sessions can be held using multiple
one-to-many multicast sessions.
In our simulations, we fix the number of receivers to
four and varied the number of multicast groups from 10 to
700. Thus, in total, we have 40 to 2800 multicast sessions.
The sending rate is 500 Kb/s. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 9. From these results, we found that

Japan gigabit network topology.
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Xcast4 requires approximately 1.5 times as many routing
table lookups as SIM. This is because SIM has a significant
scheme, SIM FIB and SIM Tunnel, which reduces the number of routing table lookups and the number of FIB entries
maintained on each router. The simulation results provide
evidence that SIM reduces packet processing overhead and
provides scalability to a large number of small groups.
4.4 State-and-Signaling per Session

S pimsm = S rt · Nall + S f e · Nbr + B pim · Nd .

The state-and-signaling cost of each protocol depends on the
implementation. Concerning to the state cost, Billhartz et al.
argued in Sect. 4.5 of [17] that the intricacy of the protocol,
operating system overhead, and routing table size become
especially important when the number of senders and groups
is large, because router speed and memory requirements are
influenced. For the quantitative evaluation, we choose the
routing table size at each router as the performance metrics.
Since Xcast4 does not require each router to maintain
a table of multicast routing information, we compare only
the routing table size of PIM-SM and SIM. In addition, as a
backbone router has more chances to be a branching point,
we focus on the routing table size on each backbone router.
We perform simulations with the same JGN network topology depicted in Fig. 8, and examine the relationship between
the number of groups and the routing table size. We fix the
number of receivers to four, and vary the number of multicast groups from 10 to 10,000. Therefore, in the simulations, the number of multicast sessions varies from 40 to
40,000. Each sender sends only one packet to the group. On
10 backbone routers, for each protocols, we observe param-

Fig. 9

Routing table search and the number of sessions.
Table 3
Nall
Nbr
Nd
S rt
S fe
S f ib
B pim
Bsim

eters described in Table 3.
Note that a PIM-SM routing entry S rt consists of information of source, group, and upstream router. The number
of packet duplication Nd represents the number of downstream entries required on each router. As PIM-SM in our
simulation constructs source-based trees for all (S,G) session, the average size of routing table on per router S pimsm is
given by the following expression.

On the contrary, a SIM router maintains SIM FIB entries only if the router is a branching point. Therefore, the
average size of routing table per router S sim is given by the
following expression.
S sim = S f ib · Nbr + Bsim · Nd .
To illustrate how the average size of routing table increases with the number of groups, we input values Nall , Nbr
and Nd obtained from the simulation. The sizes of a routing
entry S rt , multicast forwarding cache entry S f e , downstream
entry B pim , and the sizes of a SIM FIB entry S f ib , SIM destination entry Bsim are obtained from the header files of each
implementation [18], [19]. We found that S rt , B pim , S f e ,
S f ib , and Bsim are respectively 148, 32, 74, 88, and 36 bytes.
Figure 10 shows the growth of memory required on a backbone router with the growth in the number of groups.
Moreover, from Fig. 10, we can see relationships between the number of groups and an approximate size of routing table for each protocol as follows:
S pimsm ≈ 505 · G,

(1)

Fig. 10 Routing table size (Bytes) on a backbone router with the growth
in the number of groups.

Parameters observed in the simulation for routing table size.

Total number of all sessions (S,G) passing through a router
Total number of sessions (S,G) performed packet duplication at the branching router
Total number of packets duplication performed on the router
Size (Bytes) of a PIM-SM routing entry for a (S,G) session
Size (Bytes) of a multicast forwarding entry in the PIM-SM kernel
Size of a SIM FIB entry with a generation number for a (S,G) session
Size (Bytes) of a PIM-SM downstream entry for a (S,G) session
Size of a SIM downstream entry for a (S,G) session
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S sim ≈ 210 · G.

(2)

To illustrate how many groups each protocol can support, we give the maximum memory size of a router to
Eqs. (1) and (2). For example, assuming the memory size
on a backbone router is 128 MBytes, an approximate maximum number of multicast groups a PIM-SM and a SIM
router can support are 253,465 and 609,524, respectively.
We can conclude that, on average, each SIM router requires
approximately 41% of the routing table size required by a
PIM-SM router.
5.

SIM Gradual Deployment

Another issue delaying the deployment of multicast besides
the scalability issue is the complexity of deployment. With
respect to the gradual deployment of SIM, we need to determine where to place SIM routers on the Internet, how
many SIM routers are required, and how the packet processing overhead changes when the number of network branches
increases.
To simplify our problems, we assume that the Internet
is a mixed network of the three types of network topologies: bus, tree, and star topologies, while the bus and tree
topologies normally represent router connections, and the
star topology represents an inter-domain router with multiple network branches.
First, in order to address the first and second questions,
we perform two experiments for each bus and tree topology. Figures 11 and 12 show the bus and tree topologies,
respectively, used in our experiments. Each topology consists of a sender, 31 routers, and 32 receivers. All nodes are
well connected to each other by 100 Mbit/s link. In each

Fig. 11

experiment, we observe the the total routing table lookups
when the sender transmits 12 packets to 32 receivers. Note
that the worst case for SIM is when every router becomes
a branching point of the distribution tree because SIM cannot create a SIM Tunnel. Moreover, the number of receivers
next to each router is not the factor that must actually be
considered.
5.1 Placement of SIM Routers on the Internet
For the initial deployment, since SIM requires at least one
SIM-enabled router in the Internet, where should we place
the first SIM router? We assume that there is only one SIM
router in each topology. The location at which to place the
SIM router changes gradually from the first router to the
last router. As shown by the results in Sect. 4.3, since the
end-to-end delay is proportional to the number of routing
table lookups, measuring only the number of routing table
lookups is suﬃcient in order to evaluate the proposed protocol. Figures 13 and 14 depict the total routing table lookups
in the bus and tree topologis, respectively.
Figure 13 shows that when a SIM router is the second
router of the bus topology, the total number of routing table lookups increases slightly. This is because the duplicated packets have been forwarded back to the first router.

Bus topology.
Fig. 13 Total routing table lookups in Bus topology, while only one SIM
router exists.

Fig. 12

Tree topology.

Fig. 14 Total routing table lookups in Tree topology, while only one SIM
router exists.
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However, when the SIM router is located near the center of
the network, the total number of routing table lookups decreases. This result is also due to duplicated packets passing
through each network link. At the point of the 15th and 16th
routers, duplicated packets are equally forwarded to the previous and next routers. Therefore, the total number of routing table lookups is the least in this experiment.
For the tree topology, Fig. 14 shows the total number
of routing table lookups increases gradually. The further
the SIM router is located from the sender, the greater the
requirement for routing table lookup. The number of duplicated packets is the same for routers having equal hop
length from the sender. We therefore conclude that, for bus
topology, the best place to deploy SIM is at the center of a
network; whereas for tree topology, the best place to deploy
SIM is the router nearest the sender node.

perform an experiment using a star topology, since the number of network branches can be represented by the number
of receivers. Figure 17 depicts the Star topology consisting of a sender, a SIM router, and six nodes acting as receivers. Since each receiver node is alias to 10 IP addresses,
we have a total of 60 receivers. The number of network
branches represented by the number of receivers gradually
increases from 6 to 58 during this experiment, where 58 is
the maximum number of receivers supported by the present
SIM implementation. The measurement parameter is the average forwarding time on the router, which can be considered as the router overhead. In this experiment, the number
of routing table lookups is obviously equal to the number of
receivers and therefore is not measured.
Table 4 shows the experimental results measured on a

5.2 Number of SIM Routers Required
In order to determine the number of SIM routers required,
we performed the second experiment using the bus and tree
topologies described above. In contrast to the first experiment, we deploy multiple SIM routers gradually from the
nearest router to the furthest router, when viewed from the
sender. Figures 15 and 16 depict the total number of routing
table lookups for each topology.
Both figures show that when the number of SIM routers
increases, the total number of routing table lookups gradually decreases. This means that the greater the number of
SIM routers deployed, the greater the reduction in packet
processing overhead. Moreover, neither of the slopes in the
graphs decreases linearly. The total number of routing table
lookups decreases slightly when all routers deployed SIM.
In other words, the greatest benefit is obtained if half of all
on-path routers deploy the proposed protocol.

Fig. 16 Total routing table lookups in Tree topology, while number of
SIM routers increases.

5.3 Change in Packet Processing Overhead, When the
Number of Network Branches Increases
In order to investigate the change in packet processing overhead when the number of network branches increases, we
Fig. 17

Table 4
(µs).

Fig. 15 Total routing table lookups in Bus topology, while number of
SIM routers increases.

Star topology.

Average forwarding time on a branching router in Star topology
Number of receivers
6
12
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
58

Forwarding Time (µs)
52,956
104,484
140,096
154,742
175,503
203,044
243,524
261,399
310,562
339,251
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computer (450 MHz CPU and 128 MB of memory) acting
as our SIM router. The results from this table show that
the average forwarding time increases as the number of network branches increases. However, this increment is sublinear with respect to the number of receivers, as indicated by
the fact that when the number of receivers is 54, the average
time is only approximately six times greater than that for six
receivers.
6.

Related Work

EXPRESS [20] is a single source multicast protocol extended from IP Multicast to support explicit subscription,
and to provide membership information to the source. A
simple solution for address allocation and management was
resolved by identifying the tuple of (S,G) as a multicast
channel, where S is the unicast address of the source and
G is the address in the range of 232/8. Source Specific Multicast (SSM) [21], [22] or PIM-SSM is the successor to EXPRESS, and is implemented by extending the conventional
IP Multicast (PIM-SM). SSM alleviates a number of problems other than the scalability issue in terms of the number of groups, such as access control and address allocation. Simple Multicast [23] is a core-based multicast routing
protocol that also extended the existing group identification.
The group identification is (C,G), where C is the core router
address and G is the multicast group address. SIM adopts
this concept of group identification in order to eliminate the
multicast address allocation problem.
The aggregated multicast approach [3] was designed to
eliminate forwarding states on routers inside a single transit domain which has no branching points on the multicast
tree. However, both the ingress and egress routers of the
domain still have to maintain forwarding states. The aggregated multicast approach is similar to the proposed SIM protocol in that both approaches sacrifice tunneling cost. The
diﬀerence is that, SIM can also eliminate forwarding states
on the ingress and egress routers.
Dynamic Tunnel Multicast [24] was proposed to
achieve state reduction at non-branching routers in sparse
communication. Similar to SIM, Dynamic Tunnel Multicast dynamically sets up tunnels between branching routers.
As argued in [25], in order to support dynamic membership, Dynamic Tuennl Multicast requires a more sophisticated control protocol to set up tunnels and to deal with
route changes.
Like the proposed protocol, REcursive UNIcast TreE
(REUNITE) [25] is based on unicast routing infrastructure.
However, REUNITE does not consider asymmetric routing,
and may therefore fail to construct the shortest paths, or
may produce unneeded packet duplication on certain links.
The asymmetric routing problem in REUNITE has been resolved by the HBH (Hop-By-Hop multicast routing protocol) [26]. A drawback of HBH is that the situation in when
the router is overloaded is not considered.

7.

Conclusions

Sender Initiated Multicast (SIM) was designed to support
small group communications with a cost-eﬃcient packet
forwarding mechanism and a significant deployment strategy. The design goal for SIM is not to replace the conventional multicast protocol, but to provide SIM as an alternative subset of the multicast protocol suite. The disadvantages of the proposed protocol are the constraint in the number of receivers and the consumption of memory resources
on branching routers.
In this paper, we investigated how SIM increase scalability with respect to the number of groups through simulations and experiments. The studied results revealed that SIM
can reduce the bandwidth consumption and packet processing overhead compared to the Xcast protocol and has less
state-and-signaling per session compared to the IP Multicast. For gradual deployment, we moreover observed that,
for bus topology, the best place to deploy SIM is at the center of a network; whereas for tree topology, the best place to
deploy SIM is the router nearest the sender node. In addition, the greatest benefit of SIM is obtained when half
of all on-path routers deploy the proposed protocol. Finally, the processing overhead on routers increases sublinearly with respect to the number of network branches. Direction for future work includes adopting the aggregated
multicast scheme for further further router-state reduction
among multiple multicast groups.
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